COMMUNITY SPIRIT IS ALIVE AND
WELL
What a generous gesture by Sue and Andy of the General Store. They did
not hesitate to offer to put the Defib on the wall of their shop. The idea is
to put it above the post box where there is already power for operating
the sliding door. This is in stark contrast to the new owners of the MiniGolf, who just wanted everything on their walls removed, forthwith.
Which definitely, does not show any Community Spirit whatsoever but it
is their choice as the owners.
But speaking of things coming back to life, it seems that our Koalas are
also waking up and enjoying the Spring weather that we have been
enjoying lately. Not that they exactly jump up and down with
excitement, but I am sure that they appreciate the warmer weather,
when it is around.
It is also great to see that the Caravan Park is once again full of caravans,
tents and people, it has pretty much been like a ghost town over the last
couple of months. I am sure that the managers – Kate and Rod - are
very pleased that they are able to take bookings again and hopefully,
come Sunday 8th November, restrictions will be eased even more so that
all the Holiday Home owners will be able to come down and bring our
town back to life even more.
We just need to get the Community Centre open, then life can get back to
it’s new normal. We all realize that masks will remain part of our lives
for the fore-see able future. Also, the threat of Covid 19 will not go away
any time soon and will hang over our heads for quite some time.
However, I am sure everyone will be relieved once the lock-down in
Melbourne is lifted and life can get back to something like normal, albeit
with masks still being worn.
From Your Snippet Collector – Sally Gibson

